Organizing video search results into semantically structured hierarchies can greatly improve the efficiency of browsing complex query topics. Traditional hierarchical clustering techniques are inadequate since they lack the ability to generate semantically interpretable structures. In this paper, we introduce an approach to organize video search results to an adapted semantic hierarchy. As many hot search topics such as celebrities and famous cities have Wikipedia pages where hierarchical topic structures are available, we start from the Wikipedia hierarchies and adjust the structures according to the characteristics of the returned videos from a search engine. Ordinary clustering based on textual information of the videos is performed to discover the hidden topic structures in the video search results, which are used to adapt the hierarchy extracted from Wikipedia. After that, a simple optimization problem is formulated to assign the videos to each node of the hierarchy considering three important criteria. Experiments conducted on a Youtube video dataset verify the effectiveness of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Existing Web video search engines, such as the YouTube, return video ranking list given a specific query, which is acceptable if the users only want to find a single video like a movie trailer or an MTV. But when the query is a complex Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profi or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the firs page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specifi permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. topic with hidden structures, finding or understanding different aspects of the topic based on a long list of videos is time-consuming, and often is impossible with a single search. For example, when a user searches for "Steven Spielberg", he/she may want to know the career of the director, his personal life, his achievements and so on. In this case, a hierarchical organization of the videos with nodes covering the aforementioned facets is a much better choice.
In the domain of reorganizing search results, a popular method is to cluster the results into several units or groups [14, 7, 3] . Although clustering is a good way to capture the hidden facets of a complex topic, a major drawback is that, without an overall semantic structure, even a set of wellextracted clusters may appear messy to the users, let alone clusters without proper human-readable labels.
Hierarchical clustering is slightly better than the traditional flat clustering, and has been adopted to build a hierarchical structure [1, 2] . However, no matter agglomerative or divisive, hierarchical clustering lacks the ability to create a semantically cohesive topic structure due to the noise in Web contents. Prototype-based hierarchical clustering (PHC) [9] is a method proposed to overcome this disadvantage. By clustering on the basis of a predefined prototype hierarchy, PHC can ensure the semantic cohesiveness of the hierarchy, but the prototype hierarchy need to be adapted to better befit the video domain.
Near-duplicate video search has also been widely applied to group visually similar videos, which is weakly related to this work. In [13, 5, 12] , the authors focused on mining topic structures with near-duplicate search in news videos, since there could be a large amount of near-duplicates on the Internet when a breaking news event happens. However, when the search topic extends beyond news events, nearduplicate search becomes not so useful, but still can serve as a tool to remove content redundancy in the search results.
In this paper, we propose an approach to organize the ranking lists from video search to a semantic hierarchy for efficient browsing, which combines the advantages of both the traditional clustering techniques and the PHC. The entire process is illustrated in Figure 1 . First, we cluster textual information of the retrieved videos of a query topic to discover the hidden topic structures, called salient phrases. Second, the salient phrases are assigned to the leaf nodes of a prototype hierarchy extracted from corresponding Wikipedia pages, and the nodes with no video clusters are pruned from the hierarchy. In this way, the prototype hierarchy is adapted to better reflect the topic structure of video search results. After that, we formulate an optimization problem in which videos are assigned to each node of the adapted hierarchy by considering multimodal information. This work is similar to [11] which also assigns videos to hierarchies for visualization. However, our approach has the capability of adapting the prototype hierarchies, which is more suitable for organizing the video search results.
OUR APPROACH
In this section, we will first propose the method for prototype hierarchy adaptation, and then describe a simple optimization-based video assignment process to put the videos on the modified hierarchy.
Prototype Hierarchy Adaptation
Since the prototype hierarchy extracted from the Wikipedia was constructed for textual descriptions of the topic, some nodes are not suitable for videos and should be removed. To discover the hidden facets in the search results for prototype hierarchy adaptation, we use the clustering algorithm in [14] , which formulates the clustering process into a salient phrase ranking problem. Given a set of candidate phrases, it calculates several textual properties to model the probability of each phrase as a topic cluster. The calculated textual properties include tf-idf, phrase length, intra-cluster similarity, cluster entropy and phrase contextual entropy. Then a regression model is trained to combine the five properties to a final salient score. The top-ranked phrases are considered as salient phrases, and the video cluster corresponding to each salient phrase contains the videos with that phrase in textual descriptions. Finally, video cluster pairs with an overlapping rate (i.e., the percentage of shared videos between the pair) over 50% are deemed as similar salient phrases and are merged together.
The candidate phrases used above are prepared by the following procedure. We first extract all the n-grams (n ≤ 3) from the title of each video as candidate phrases. Then, the mutual information (MI) [4] between phrases and video texts is used to quantify how informative each phrase is to all videos. The MI value of a phrase t is defined as:
where v denotes a video, and the probability terms in the above equation can be derived from phrase co-occurrence statistics in the video contexts. With uninformative phrases discarded, the final set of candidate phrases is created. The mined video clusters is used to adapt the prototype hierarchy by assigning the video clusters to the leaf nodes of the hierarchy. We use the method proposed in [11] to define the video-to-node similarity. All the texts are represented by the vector space model with tf-idf weighting, and the terms with hyper-links in the Wikipedia page are defined as important terms and assigned with empirically enlarged weights. The video-to-node similarity is then calculated as the Cosine similarity between the vector representations of the video texts and the texts under the node from the Wikipedia page. After that, the similarity between a video cluster C and a node n is defined as follows:
where Simt(v, n) is the video-to-node similarity and the subscript t indicates that the similarity is based on texts. Finally, a video cluster is assigned to the leaf node with the highest similarity value. After assigning all the video clusters to the nodes, leaf nodes with no assigned video clusters are pruned from the hierarchy.
Video-to-Node Assignment
In the browsing of a video hierarchy, there are three problems to be addressed to improve user experiences: 1) videos under each node should be semantically related to the node; 2) videos related to only one node rather than to several nodes are preferred (i.e., highly focused contents); and 3) near-duplicate videos should be avoided. The algorithm in [11] solves the three problems by using three criteria: relevance, uniqueness, diversity, which are integrated into an optimization problem. We adopt a similar method but use a different definition of uniqueness, which was found to be better. The criteria are defined as follows:
where uniqueness is only defined on videos under the leaf nodes since videos relevant to a child node is surely related to the parent nodes. The subscript v in Simv indicates that similarity is calculated by near-duplicate visual search.
To compute the visual similarity, we apply a state-of-the-art solution of near-duplicate search with the SIFT feature [8] , Hamming embedding based fast matching [6] , and temporal frame alignment [10] . Given a video pair, their visual similarity is defined as the percentage of the shared nearduplicate keyframes.
With the three criteria, the objective function for videoto-node assignment is defined as follows:
By maximizing the objective function, the most suitable videos can be added to each node. For the sake of efficiency, we employ a greedy algorithm to solve the optimization, which inserts one video to a node at each step. To speed up the process, the videos are only selected from the corresponding video clusters (related to the salient phrases) assigned to the node in the hierarchy adaptation process. Note that using the salient phrase clustering outcomes also helps improve the precision of the selected videos, compared with the brute-force selection from the entire collection. The video assignment terminates after all the nodes are added with sufficient videos.
EXPERIMENTS

Dataset
We pick two very popular topic categories, celebrities and cities, to validate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. In collecting the dataset, for each topic, its respective Wikipedia page was first downloaded, from which the hierarchy, the texts under each node, and the terms with hyper-links (i.e., the more important terms) were extracted. We then searched the topic name in YouTube to download videos and their surrounding contexts. Table 1 summarizes the dataset.
Evaluation Plan
We split the evaluations into three parts. The first part is to evaluate the salient phrases produced from video clustering. We manually labeled the correct salient phrases and calculated the percentage of the correctly assigned phrases.
The second part is to inspect the video-to-node assignment results using the three criteria. The metrics used for evaluating the three criteria are listed below:
Relevance: Precision is used to measure the relevance criterion. Videos are manually labeled to their relevant nodes to compute precision.
Uniqueness: The average of uniqueness value of the videos, i.e., the mean value of Uniq(v, n), in the leaf nodes are computed.
Diversity: Diversity is measured by the percentage of the selected videos that are redundant. If the visual similarity between two videos is over 0.5, one of them is redundant.
In the assignment procedure, at most 5 videos are selected for each parent (non-leaf) node. Since all the leaf nodes have a number of assigned salient phrases during the hierarchy adaptation process, we assigned at most 2×#SalientP hrases videos to each leaf node. The number of assigned videos is dependent on the number of salient phrases of each leaf node, which is good as a leaf node is semantically more diversified if it has more salient phrases and thus should be assigned more videos to fully capture the diversity. For the sake of comparison, we also assigned videos to the original hierarchy without adaptation. The third part of the evaluation is a user study. We evaluated three systems:
List: Videos are organized to a rank list (from YouTube search engine).
H: Videos are organized to the original hierarchy. AH: Videos are organized to the adapted hierarchy by our approach.
Ten human subjects were involved in the user study, who were asked to compare the results for each topic and to rate the three systems from four aspects:
Presentation: Is the organization of the videos useful in quickly locating needed information?
Precision: Are the videos generally relevant to the topic? Conciseness: Is there significant redundant information? Satisfaction: Overall satisfaction of the results.
Results and Discussions
The results of first two evaluations are summarized in Table 2. We first discuss the first part which aims to evaluate the precision of the assigned salient phrases. From the results, we can see that the performance varies across topics. This measure highly depends on the relevance of the retrieved videos from YouTube to the query topics. If the retrieved videos are not very relevant, the precision of the salient phrases will be low. Therefore this number has close connections to the relevance criterion in the second part of the evaluation. Overall, with a mean precision of 63%, the procedure of salient phrase discovery is rather effective.
Then we move to the next part which evaluates the three criteria in video-to-node assignment (columns 3-8 in Table 2 ). Compared with the baseline ("H") , results of all the three criteria are significantly improved. The relevance value has a dramatic increase of 20% due to the hierarchy adaptation function of our approach. For instance, in the hierarchy of topic "London", unsuitable nodes with no related videos like "Toponymy", "Prehistory and antiquity" are deleted, and useful nodes like "Accent" and "Leisure and entertainment" are preserved. After the adaptation, the hierarchy originally to organize texts becomes more suitable for videos, and thus the relevance of the assigned videos can be largely enhanced. In addition, although our definition of uniqueness is straightforward, it is very effective (9% higher than the baseline). Finally, we see that for four topics, the diversity value is reduced to zero, and all the other topics have values lower than 2%, which is fairly satisfying. Results of the user study are shown in Figure 2 . The traditional list-based system has the lowest score mainly because mixing videos of all the facets creates difficulties in fully understanding the topic. Our approach AH achieves the highest scores in all the criteria. For presentation and precision, because the adaptation of the hierarchy makes it more focused for video organization, while in the meantime also can improve the precision of the assigned videos (see Table 2 ), it is easy to understand that the users are more satisfied in both criteria. The conciseness of AH is higher because of the near-duplicate removal function. With the good performance in presentation, precision and conciseness, the highest rating of satisfaction is rather natural.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced an approach to organize video search results to an adapted semantic hierarchy for efficient browsing. Given a topic, we started from the hierarchy extracted from its corresponding Wikipedia page, and adapted the hierarchy by analyzing the video search results. The retrieved videos were then assigned to the nodes of the adapted hierarchy according to three criteria. Results on a well-defined dataset have verified the effectiveness of our approach. One promising future work is to further enhance the adaptation method in our approach, by not only removing irrelevant nodes but also adding useful nodes. Adding nodes automatically is dangerous as many found clusters are semantically uninterpretable. Therefore, an interaction process may be designed with users in the loop to reach this goal. After all, the hierarchical organization of video search results does not need to be fully online, an efficient offline approach with minimal user interactions to pre-generate the hierarchical results for hot search topics would be a big surplus to the current video search engines.
